In the Student Spotlight section, we’ll take a closer look at Moumita Mukherjee’s publication in a peer-reviewed journal, learn more about Jocelyn Abrams’ upcoming Yale internship, and read about Joel DeLeon’s Student Employee of the Year award.

In the Alumni Profile section, you will find an article about Mark Foust’s promotion to Chief of Schools for Fort Bend ISD, information on Leiping Wei’s upcoming book chapter publication, and find out more about how Sarah Mire went from COE alumna to COE professor.

In the Faculty and Staff Focus section, we’ll learn more about Virmarie Correa-Fernandez’s research on health disparities and tobacco use, find an article on Leslie Gauna’s recent publication, and read about Lyle McKinney’s appointment to the Board of Directors for the Council for the Study of Community Colleges.
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